
JUNIOR PRODUCT & MARKETING ASSISTANT
Den Haag

HTNK is looking for a Product & Marketing Assistant for an incredible statement supplies brand!

About the company
Our client develops stationery, bags, accessories and other lifestyle products for children, teenagers and adults, and sells them in around 25 
countries in Europe and the Middle East to both the lower and lower to midrange retail segment. They develop Private Label, Own Branded 

and licensed products with hugely successful fashion and lifestyle brands. Production of these items mainly takes place in the Far East.

About the role
As Product & Marketing Assistant you will assist the Product Managers and the Marketing Manager with the following:
• maintaining contacts with licensors regarding style guides, articles and approvals
• coordinate / support with marketing activities, including the development of brochures, and with the organisation of fairs, photography of 
products and archiving visual material
• support product / design team; all kinds of activities, including sending samples to customers and licensors, making slice samples, checking 
and archiving samples
• office management tasks such as answering the phone, taking minutes at meetings and answering questions that arrive via the website

• facility tasks such as ordering groceries and arranging presentation rooms

Who they are looking for
They are looking for someone for this position who:
- is efficient, flexible, proactive, resistant to stress and works in a structured and precise manner
- is ambitious, has an affinity with product development, likes to work in a team and has an energetic and positive attitude to work
- has a hands-on mentality and is able to switch perfectly ad hoc
- has initiative and has a high sense of responsibility
- has a higher professional working and thinking level
- owns a driver’s license
- has a good switch between Dutch and English and a good command of both languages

What the company offers
You will be part of a great team of cozy colleagues in a creative working atmosphere within an incredible statement building in 

The Hague. In addition to the great atmosphere and colleagues, they regularly have fantastic team building outings.

Interested? send us an e-mail on: MIRJAM@htnk.nl with your latest CV.


